March 4th, 1789…February 5th, 2020

(almost but not quite 231 years)

A soft coup, sometimes referred to as a silent coup, is a coup d’état without the use of violence, but based on a conspiracy or plot that has as its objective the taking of state power by partially or wholly illegal means, in order to facilitate an exchange of political leadership – and in some cases also of the current institutional order. (wikipedia)

Trump’s acquittal in impeachment ‘trial’ is a glimpse of America’s imploding empire

In a hyperpartisan era, Republicans cast Trump as a victim while Democrats lamented his ‘normalisation of
lawlessness’

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/feb/05/trump-acquittal-impeachment-trial-america-imploding-empire

…as noted elsewhere around the web this normalization of lawlessness, well, you ain’t seen nuthin’ yet…the rule of law was killed today, stabbed in the back…the Senate has given us a king who is above the law, hence lawlessness…our democratic institutions have been gutted, our economy turned over to the 1% and if there are elections they are not protected from outside influence and will most likely be a farce due to being sold to the highest bidder through citizens united…we now have a king, not a republic, there has been a coup, what do not understand? I mourn for my uneducated and stupid gullible fellow citizens, I mourn for my country, I mourn for the world that has to be exposed and damaged by a tyrant unleashed by the fascist senate…America is now a fascist state, make no mistake, all checks and balances once in place have been made null and void…thoughts and prayers America, you did it to yourself…and warning, everyone seems to have a gun and could most likely be determined to be insane with the lust for hate and violence…during this midnight of the world…

…moscow mitch telling the House, “don’t do this again”…cuz he rules the fascist state…get it yet?…

‘Don’t do this again’: Schumer and McConnell clash over Trump acquittal
McConnell warned the House of Representatives: ‘Don’t do this again’

Trump ‘victory lap’ speech capped a week in which all pretense of democracy was shredded

Barr tightens grip on FBI, saying any 2020 candidate investigations must first get AG approval

White House plans retaliation against Vindman over impeachment testimony

…the above 3 links are just a taste of the meal we will be forced to eat, are you hungry? …take a big bite…

Mobster At Work: Vindman Escorted From White House For Telling the Sordid Truth

Going one Stalinesque step further, he also fired and removed Vindman’s twin brother Yevgeny, also an Army lieutenant colonel who worked at the White House. Today, said former FBI Assistant Director Frank Figliuzzi, “It’s no longer the people’s house.”

Update: Trump also just fired U.S. Ambassador to the EU Gordon Sondland, who testified against him. An adviser called both actions, “Flushing out the pipes. It was necessary.” Unhinged, unleashed, utterly.

…an officer and a gentleman, always…
Trump reshares video suggesting he’ll be president forever moments after impeachment vote

Emboldened POTUS repeats ‘joke’ he could stay on in White House after two terms
‘A pretence of justice’: the global press on Trump’s acquittal

Newspapers say the Senate impeachment trial has seriously damaged democracy

…”there’s a kind of hush all over the world”…it is as I stated last night, it is now forever midnight…

…but sure you kiss that ring…

…oh ya and by the way, in other news…the jet stream isn’t suppose to look like this and be doing what it’s doing…have a nice day in Lalaland…
Jet Stream Anomalies and “Steve”
…the page also contains information concerning the current status of the ice melting and heat wave at Antarctica…we could have glacier failure of epic proportions soon, this should be on everyone’s radar…heads-up folk’s…